Attached, please find the media coverage report for the period of December 1 – December 31, 2019. This is a selective report of the top Graduate Center media coverage for all academic areas. You can view real-time coverage of the GC by visiting https://www.gc.cuny.edu/News/Press-Coverage.

Please note that this office promotes media coverage of the GC, all of its entities and affiliated faculty. The communications team can help garner press coverage of your research and other newsworthy accomplishments, as well as promote awareness of this work via our internal communications channels (the GC and ASRC websites and Twitter accounts). Below, please find several items of information that will be useful in helping us publicize your work.

* If you would like to publicize a forthcoming study about your research, please note our policies and protocols on submitting a request at least 2 weeks in advance of formal publication.

* If you are contacted directly by media for an interview, our team can help coordinate the details of the interview and ensure that organizational affiliations, titles and other items are addressed efficiently and correctly. Please let us know as soon as you are contacted so that we can lend assistance.

* Please also see the Media Experts listing of faculty (https://www.gc.cuny.edu/About-the-GC/Administrative-Services/Office-of-Communications-and-Marketing/Resources/Faculty-Experts) who frequently speak to the media. We are in the process of expanding the listed areas of expertise so that it more fully represents our GC faculty’s knowledgebase. If you are interested in speaking with the media, but are not currently listed, please contact me at tdomi@gc.cuny.edu.

* Please note that all media entering the GC or ASRC buildings must sign in with the public safety desk. See the procedures for media access to the GC (https://www.gc.cuny.edu/About-the-GC/Administrative-Services/Office-of-Communications-and-Marketing/Policies-and-Procedures/Detail?id=35072)

Feel free to contact me at anytime with any questions you have about this report, or to discuss how the media relations team can assist you in publicizing your work.
Sincerely,
Tanya Domi

**Featured Clips**

**96. Catherine Wilson — How to Be an Epicurean: The Ancient Art of Living Well**

She is currently Visiting Presidential Professor of Philosophy at the Graduate Center at CUNY. Listen to Science Salon...

**Climate Change and Deforestation Could Wipe out Madagascar's Ruffed Lemurs and Rainforest in next 50 Years, Experts Warn**

Graduate Center, CUNY professor Andrea Baden and an international team of investigators used existing data from three decades of research to...
Predictions! Experts Look Ahead to 2020 in New York Politics

David Bloomfield, Brooklyn College & CUNY Graduate Center - Throughout 2020, Mayor de Blasio and Chancellor Carranza continue to review the recommendations...

Fake News Isn't the Real Problem – News Is: One of the World's Leading Internet Researchers Explains What Went Wrong

recently, setting up a “cultural analytics” lab (based jointly at CUNY and at Caltech) that works with corporate giants like...

10 Ways To Get Ready For CES 2020 Right Now

the #ces2020 news feeds over social media. - Elaine Montilla, CUNYGraduate Center 6. Design Your Own Schedule CES is...
Eleanor Roosevelt: Redefining the First Lady

Joining Bridget Kendall to discuss how Eleanor Roosevelt transformed the office of First Lady are Blanche Wiesen Cook, Professor of History at...

Data Drop: How U.S. Income Inequality Looks Through a Racial/Ethnic Lens

the Center for Latin American, Caribbean, and Latino Studies at the CUNY Graduate Center (CLACLS). A recent CLACLS report......

Opinion: Starving the CUNY System Erodes an Engine for Equality

Opinion editorial is co-authored by Stephen Brier, who is a Professor at CUNY’s Urban Education PhD program and founder and coordinator of the...
‘Amazon’s Cloud Industrial Complex’ With Jacinta Gonzalez and Amy Herzog

a faculty member in the Departments of Theatre and Music at the CUNYGraduate Center, as well as the programs in Film...

Player FM • Dec 16, 2019 11:13 am

Requiem for Obamaism with Corey Robin

He is a professor of political science at Brooklyn College and the CUNYGraduate Center. You can visit his website and......

Satoshi Nakamoto Blog • Dec 13, 2019 09:01 pm

City College leads new photonics breakthrough

It is a collaboration between CCNY, the Photonics Initiative at the Graduate Center, CUNY; and ITMO University in St......

Inside Higher Ed • Colleen Flaherty • Dec 13, 2019 10:30 am

Required Pedagogy
Scholar Cathy Davidson -- and, evidently, scores of individual programs and groups -- want to change that. Davidson, distinguished professor...

**How career envy can help and hurt you**

- Charash, a professor of psychology at Baruch College & The Graduate Center, CUNY. Shutterstock For instance, the envy...

**Bosses Are Charged with Breaking the Law in Over 40% of Union Campaigns**

Opinion editorial authored by Michelle Chen, a PhD student in history at The Graduate Center, CUNY

**Working to Overcome Census Limitations to Make New Jersey’s Count Count**

The analysis of initial census contacts by the Center for Urban Research at the City University of New York Graduate Center found the bureau...
**CS for What?**

Sara Vogel is a doctoral candidate in urban education at the Graduate Center of the City University of New York.

**What to Know About Your Rights to Unionize**

and labor movements and Distinguished Professor of Sociology at the CUNY Graduate Center and at the CUNY School.

**Speaker Nancy Pelosi: Leaning On Our Institutions**

Opinion editorial is by John Torpey, a presidential professor of sociology and history and director of the Ralph Bunche Institute for International...
Los latinos ricos mejoraron sus ingresos pero los latinos más pobres no mejoraron en nada sus ingresos desde 1967

Professor Laird Bergad, director of the Center for Latin American, Caribbean and Latino Studies at the Graduate Center, CUNY, concluded in his...

Latest edition: December 2019

Dr. Luke Waltzer, Director of Teaching and Learning Center, at The Graduate Center, CUNY with Graduate Center Ph.D. candidate Samantha Barthelemy...

Latest edition: Brett Stoudt: The CUNY Graduate Center/John Jay College

Brett Stoudt, a psychology professor at The CUNY Graduate Center and John Jay College of Criminal Justice discusses research projects focusing...
Latest edition: Save our Oceans, Winter Blues, Puppy Dog Eyes, and more!

Julie Hecht is a Ph.D. Candidate at The Graduate Center and an Adjunct Professor at Hunter College where she researches the behaviors of dogs...

Reclaiming Victimology Why there are no victims – only survivors

Essay by Alyson Cole, Professor of Political Science, Women's & Gender Studies, and American Studies at Queens College and the Graduate Center,

Press Coverage

Rachel Harrison au Whitney Museum (Contemporary Art Daily)

Photography, et David Joselit, professeur émérite, Graduate Center, City University of New York, avec Kelly Long,
The Legacy of Destructive Austerity

Opinion editorial by Paul Krugman who is also a Distinguished Professor at the City University of New York Graduate Center. He won the 2008 Nobel...

Council Post: Buying New Tech For Your Business? Here Are 12 Crucial Aspects To Consider

have buy-in from the team? From sponsors? - Elaine Montilla, CUNYGraduate Center 5. What Problem It Is Solving The...

De Blasio Must Answer For 'Corrupt' Yeshiva Probe, Advocates Say

But while the two consecutive reports suggest unethical dealing on the part of the de Blasio administration, according Graduate Center, CUNY...
Predictions! Experts Look Ahead to 2020 in New York Politics

fight to end sexual violence. David Bloomfield, Brooklyn College & CUNY Graduate Center - Throughout 2020, Mayor de...

Cinema Tropical anuncia su lista de mejores películas latinoamericanas y latinas del año

Margulies, profesora de cine en Hunter College y el Graduate Center at City University of New York; y Tyler Wilson,...

Madagascar’s famous lemurs could lose their rainforest by 2080

“Even with this impending doom of climate change, forest loss is happening so quickly that the forests aren't going to be around long enough...
Jewish Org Claims Mayor de Blasio is Thwarting Yeshiva Students’ Chance at Proper Education

“The State Education Department must now step forward to protect those rights against de Blasio’s continuing misconduct and city agencies’ failure...

Lemurs are the world’s most endangered mammals, but planting trees can help save them

Article by Andrea L. Baden who is affiliated with Hunter College of the City University of New York, The Graduate Center of the City University...

This Test for Machine Consciousness Has an Audience Problem - Facts So Romantic - Nautilus

our sympathy. David Billy Udell is a PhD student in philosophy at The Graduate Center, CUNY, specializing in futurism and......
Brendan Dassey Pardon: Wisconsin Gov. Says 'No'

of Defense Services Susan Opotow, Ph.D., Professor, John Jay College of Criminal Justice, City University of New York...

Eleanor Roosevelt: Redefining the First Lady

Joining Bridget Kendall to discuss how Eleanor Roosevelt transformed the office of First Lady are Blanche Wiesen Cook, Professor of History at...

De Blasio Delayed Report On Yeshivas For Political Gain, Investigation Finds

But David Bloomfield, a professor of education leadership, law and policy at Brooklyn College and The CUNY Graduate Center, told Gothamist that...
Marta Gutman Named President-Elect Of SACRPH At City College In Harlem

*CUNY* Fellow where she took up a semester-long appointment at the Advanced Research Collaborative (ARC), a program of the...

De Blasio’s office delayed controversial report on yeshivas, city investigators find

David Bloomfield, a Professor of Education Law at Brooklyn College and CUNY Graduate Center, called the investigation’s conclusion of no legal...

Don’t Blame It on Their Youth

critic and freelance theatre journalist who is pursuing a Ph.D. in English at the *CUNY* Graduate Center and is an adjunct......
labor Bosses Are Charged with Breaking the Law in Over 40% of Union Campaigns

at Dissent and a co-producer of the "Belabored" podcast. She studies history at the CUNY Graduate Center. She tweets at...

Cannabis Use Twice as Common Among People With Depression

corresponding author Renee Goodwin, PhD, Columbia University Mailman School of Public Health and The City University of New...

Opinion: Stop Sunnyside Yards! Reparative City Building Now!

, good jobs and just development in Western Queens, and a doctoral candidate and fellow at The Graduate Center, CUNY....
SUNDAY REVIEW I Still Kind of Love the New York Subway

According to the book “International Express: New Yorkers on the 7 Train, which is co-authored by Professor William Kornblum, a sociologist at...

The Real Fight for the Global Economy’s Future

Opinion editorial is by Branko Milanovic, a Senior Scholar at the Stone Center on Socio-Economic Inequality at the Graduate Center, CUNY and...

Frente a la dictadura de la hiperconexión, ¿está llegando ya la tecnología tranquila?

, señala David Harvey, profesor de Antropología en el Graduate Center de la Universidad de la Ciudad de Nueva York...
The New ‘Wonder Woman 1984’ Trailer Shows That Her Greatest Foe May Be... Art Historical Accuracy

at the end of the first film. Meanwhile, art historians like CUNY Graduate Center professor Michael Lobel are tweeting...

André Aciman revisits his heralded lost love story

. André Aciman teaches comparative literature at the Graduate Center of the City University of New York. He was...

From workers to capitalists in less than two generations: the Chinese urban elite

Institute, a visiting presidential professor at the Graduate Center of the City University of New York and an affiliated......
Mary Brunelli, Christopher Edgar

Mary Brunelli, he bride, 29, is a Ph.D. candidate in comparative literature at the City University of New York. She is also a graduate teaching...

Now Hear This: New Fossils Reveal Early Ear-Bone Evolution

Meng, a paleontologist at the AMNH and the Graduate Center, City University of New York, says the decoupling also allowed.....

Cast Chosen For Planet Connections Rep Of Plays

, she is a Ph.D. candidate in Theatre and Performance at the CUNYGraduate Center, where her focus is on theatre-making...

The most important Canadian economic charts to watch in 2020
, Stone Center on Socio-Economic Inequality at The **Graduate Center, City University of New York**, @MilesCorak In June of...

**Victoria Reyes, "Global Borderlands: Fantasy, Violence, and Empire in Subic Bay, Philippines" (Stanford UP, 2019)**

professor of sociology at John Jay College and the **Graduate Center** of the **City University of New York (CUNY)**. He.......

**Sales of recreational marijuana in Denver found to increase some nonviolent crime**

marijuana," says Nathan J. Connealy, a **doctoral** student at John Jay College of Criminal Justice at CUNY, who led the...

**Win the Chance to Have Lunch with Luis Miranda (Lin-Manuel's Dad!)**
and the Caribbean and Latin American Studies Department at the CUNY Graduate Center. He and his family have supported...

**Grid reliability under climate change may require more power generation capacity**

study's lead author, Ariel Miara of the Advanced Science Research Center at The Graduate Center, CUNY, and an...

**Find out how much your school’s PTA raises (or doesn’t)**

Those additional funds exist to help schools that are grappling with the pronounced demands of high-needs students, said David Bloomfield, professor...

**NYC Catholic schools hold fast on boys’ braid bans despite laws banning hair discrimination**
David Bloomfield, a professor of education law at Brooklyn College and CUNY Graduate Center. The state Dignity for All...